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About Book:

Brush pen calligraphy is an experimental

script born from combination of modern

pointed pen calligraphy, ruling pen

calligraphy , handlettering ,etc. by using a

brush pen to execute the scripts .

There are also of variations in brushpen

calligraphy , some are like inspired from

copperplate, some are like inspired from

ruling pen, and dashy writing.

There are different types of brush pens

some of them are , felt tip pens (markers ),

brush tip pens (ink fillers), water brushes ,

flat brushes etc. all are used in different

ways to achieve different results.    

This book is designed by Syed for the

purpose of teaching beginners and

sharing with everyone who are new to

calligraphy and couldn’t afford to buy

books. This book will also be used in

Syed’s Calligraphy studio for teaching

purposes , every authorised teacher will

get their own copy with my signature .

this book is a free book that can be used

by individuals for learning, or by tutors for

teaching.

 

Sincerely,

Syed Sha Abul Hassan Quadri

Owner

Syed’s Calligraphy Studio. 
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Scan QR code to get in touch with Author. 



In this book we will be learning about brush pen
calligraphy on upright angle (90 degrees slant)
This script is most basic form of modern script
with brush pen, this script is very easy to learn and
is definitely very elegant and beautiful.
This script has no particular rules or regulations
except the slant should be near 90 degrees slant.
A felt tip marker is recommended to use for this
script, as it is easy to control and its ink is alchohol
based which is very fast drying and inter-mixable.
This enables a Calligrapher to try various different
techniques of colour blending and its fast drying
properties will help a leftie to write without
smearing the ink on to the paper accidentally.
A normal loose grip is required on the pen, the pen
should be resting on the area between index finger
and thumb, it will create an angle that will allow
the calligrapher to make proper strokes with ease. 

Introduction:



Guide sheet.

header line

baseline

ascender

descender

A guide sheet consists of set of lines defining an area , all the letterforms will be
made inside this structure . 



Basic Strokes
Basic strokes or Exemplars are the main base of any script . In Brushpen calligraphy the concept of

basic strokes and exemplars is very simple. It can be easily understood with simple two line
definations.  

Our first set of Basic strokes is also called as core strokes .
first one is upstroke which is always a hairline, whichis achieve by going from bottom to top with

very less or no pressure. 
second stroke is a downstroke which is always a shade. Which is achieve by going in downward

direction and while going down applying allot of pressure. 

Overturn 

An overturn is made by first going upward from baseline till header
line and turning on the header line, after turning apply pressure

and go downward till baseline. 



Underturn.
An underturn is made from header line applying full pressure, while
going in downward direction from baseline turning towards upward
direction and going till header line without any pressure making a

hairline.

There are two Oval strokes to practice , 1st is normal Oval and  2nd is
reversed Oval.

Normal oval starts at header line curving of the left while gradually
increasing the pressure and releasing the pressure at baseline while
turning towards right at baseline, after turning at baseline go towards

header line and go in upwards direction with hairline and curving at top
meeting the Shade.

 Reversed oval is exact mirror Image of normal Oval.

Ovals.



Upper & Lower Loops.
There are total 3 loops: 1. Lower loop, 2. Upper loop and 3.

Reversed lower loop. 

Upper loop is used in the construction of miniscules like, (l,h,k,b) which has an
ascending loop to it. It starts from the header line with a hairline goes up on a

slant angle and turns left on the ascender line, after turning it goes straight
downwards while gradually increasing the pressure making a shade and ends

on the baseline. 

Lower loop is used in making of miniscules like, (y,g) which as a descending loop
to its structure. It starts at the header line goes downward with pressure

creating shade turns left on Descending line and. Returning towards the shade
at a slant angle and meeting the shade at the baseline 

Reversed Lower loop is used in making of miniscules Q, It is exactly a mirror
image of Lower loop. 

 
 

Lower loop

Upper loop

Reversed Lower loop



Trace over the Grey strokes. 



Majuscules.

Majuscules are also known as Capital letters
these are used in the start of a sentence or a

paragraph.

 



Follow the start and end points , follow the
arrows and try to trace the letterforms , give
special care towards the shape of shades. 

These letters are simple presentation of
modern Calligraphy, these letterforms very

easy to make and elegant in look.







Miniscules.
Miniscules are also known as small letters in

layman’s terms.
In brush calligraphy all miniscules are made up of
basic strokes by combining them in proper way.
Try to take special care towards the contrast of
hairlines and shades. Try to make your strokes

smooth an curves smooth. 
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